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Brief Introduction

Xiamen Hifa Stonexp Co.,Ltd is established in the

year of 2008, as government authorized manufacturer

and exporter of military logistic and security products.

The major products are :Military and Police

Uniform and accessories , body armour and helmets,

Mobile Field Kitchen Equipment and Accessories.

With long time experience and excellent quality

controls as well as the good service , the business has

been developing fast with the support of our customers .
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Factory & Workshop
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FKC-1200 Mobile Field Kitchen Container

FKC-1200 Mobile Field Kitchen Container , this container can be loaded

onto the truck and transported by truck platforms.

For field/camping food cooking .

Capacity : can make 1000-1200 meals for 1000- 1200 peoples within 2

hours by 6 cooks.

For cooking Rice, beans , petatos , bread , cakes and frying chickens

and fish and vegetables
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XC-250(JD-250) mobile field Kitchens

This is a uniaxial mobile kitchen

trailer, the main use is in the field

of food

production environment, under

different configurations, to be

completed boiled,

fried, baked and other operations

for preparation of up to 250

meals within 1 hour.

Cooking methods are baking,

steaming, boiling,stewing, frying

and deep frying, etc
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XC-150(JD-150) mobile field Kitchens

Varieties to be processed are

mainly cooked rice, fired dish and

cooked soap for preparation of up

to 150 meals within 1 hour.

Operated by four cooks,

they can prepare the meals

of 150 person-share staple

and non-staple food.
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Fittings of mobile field Kitchens

XCC2002-150/250 Parts Burnner systems
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Bulletproof vests & Bulletproof helmet
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Bullet proof plate

Upgrading protection level. The pockets at

front and back of the outer coat are for

inserting hard armor plates, which could

upgrade the protection level to NIJ level III

or IV to prevent against r-ifles, such as

7.62*39mm AK47, 7.62*51mm NATO M14,

5.56*45mm M16, and 7.62*63mm M2 AP

bullets.
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Bullet proof Helmet

Material: Kevlar or UDPE

Protection performance: NIJ IIIA

With ergonomically designed padding and

fully customizable straps,

each individual helmet can be tailored to a

wide range of sizes or matched to a single user.

wearers of this helmet will have the 1.5kgs

weight evenly and comfortably distributed.

our helmets also feature advanced fragment

protection. High velocity shrapnel and debris

will be stopped.
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Military uniform

M65 jacket
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BDU - BATTLE DRESS UNIFORM

Acu - Army Combat Uniform

Military T-shirt
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Military Poncho and Raincoat

Material:

Polyester with PU; PVC; PA coated; Nylon with PU/PA PVC coated...

Apply:

Survival, Camping, Fishing, Hunting, Military, Tactical, and all other

outdoor activities
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Military Boots & Socks

Tactical Boots
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Socks
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Protective gear

Military Goggles

Military mask
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Military glove

Elbow pads & Knee pads

Military belt
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Military backpack

80L Army Tactical Camping Backpack

60L Military Combined Backpack
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Other capacity

50L 40L 30L

Water Backpack/ Hydration Bag/ Camel Bag
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Tactical vest
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Camouflage net

1. Can be applied to all kinds of

camouflage of military

equipment, such as tanks,

artillery, armored vehicles,

vehicle, missile launch vehicles,

airports, solo equipment..

2. Decorating of military theme

bars, restaurants, parks.

3. Military theme, the film

shooting.

4. The military storefront

fitment, military enthusiasts

house decoration, military

vehicle decoration.

5. Birding lovers, in order to

meet the demands of shooting

the birds in distance.

6. War game and snipers use.
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Ghillie Suit
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Individual outdoor equipment

Kettle
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IFAK (First aid kit)

Tableware
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Knife and fork

Lunchbox

Outdoor stove
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Fold Tables and chairs
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Visit client and Training the end-users


